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Abstract—In 5G and beyond network architectures, operators
and content providers base their content distribution strategies
on Heterogeneous Networks, where macro and small(er) cells
are combined to offer better Quality of Service (QoS) to wireless
users. On top of such networks, edge caching and Coordinated
Multi-Point (CoMP) transmissions are used to further improve
performance. The problem of optimally utilizing the cache space
in dense and heterogeneous cell networks has been extensively
studied under the name of “FemtoCaching.” However, related
literature usually assumes relatively simple physical layer (PHY)
setups and known or stationary content popularity. In this
paper, we address these issues by proposing a class of fully
distributed and dynamic caching algorithms that take advantage
of CoMP capabilities towards minimizing PHY-aware metrics,
such as end-to-end (E2E) delay. Our policies outperform existing
dynamic solutions that are PHY-unaware, under both synthetic
and real (non-stationary) request processes, and converge to
efficient centralized solutions, in static setups.

Index Terms—Edge caching, joint transmission, CoMP, het-
erogeneous cellular networks, distributed algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the ever-growing popularization of social media and
on-demand video streaming, cellular data consumption has
experienced an unprecedented increase. According to latest
CISCO’s forecast [1], by 2022 mobile data traffic will increase
nearly three times compared to 2017. Network densification
is considered a key strategy to cope with the traffic deluge in
future networks [2]. The standard 3G/4G macro-cell topology
will be enriched by a large number of overlapping and often
heterogeneous small(er) cells (e.g., femto, pico), in order to
improve both coverage and capacity.

On top of such a densified network, two additional tech-
niques have been considered to provide high QoS: (i) caching
popular files directly at the base stations, henceforth referred
to as “helpers,” in order to reduce access latency and backhaul
congestion; and (ii) coordinated transmissions or CoMP [3],
i.e., jointly transmitting the same file from nearby helpers, in
order to improve PHY performance.

Caching at the edge to relieve (expensive) bandwidth re-
sources has recently attracted a large amount of research work.
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In the popular “FemtoCaching” model [4], helpers with par-
tially overlapping coverage can be seen as a distributed cache.
In such a dense setting, requests posed by a user equipment
(UE) can be satisfied by any helper in its communication
range. The idea is to find the file allocation, i.e., which
file to cache at each helper, that can optimize the hit rate,
assuming known and stationary file popularities. The authors
in [4] prove that this problem is NP-Hard. However, as the
objective is submodular, there exist polynomial algorithms
with approximation guarantees.

A number of follow-up works studying variations of the
basic problem have appeared in the last few years, e.g. [5],
[6], [7]. However, the majority of these works suffer from three
key shortcomings: (i) they focus only on cache hit rate as the
performance metric and do not explicitly consider CoMP capa-
bilities; (ii) the proposed algorithms are centralized, requiring
a central entity aware of the entire topology to take global
decisions about the allocation; and (iii) popularities of all files
are assumed to be known and static.

There are a few exceptions in the literature, [8], [9], [10],
that address some of these issues. Targeting shortcoming (i),
the femto-caching optimization framework has been studied by
[8], [9], assuming CoMP capabilities. The former revisits ran-
domized caching policies for CoMP and considers clusters in a
multi-user MIMO setting. The latter proves that submodularity
is preserved when the objective is E2E delay minimization and
thus the problem can be efficiently approximated. However,
these algorithms still assume centralized and static policies.
On the other hand, the authors of [10] tackle points (ii) and
(iii) above, proposing dynamic and decentralized algorithms
without a priori knowledge of file popularities or caching
network topology. However, they consider the standard femto-
caching problem and do not exploit CoMP.

This paper proposes efficient algorithms that simultaneously
address all these concerns. Our main contributions are sum-
marized as follows:

• We propose novel distributed CoMP-aware caching poli-
cies that are executed independently by each helper,
without knowledge of global network topology or file
popularities.

• We show that these algorithms have desirable conver-
gence properties to locally optimal allocations.



• Using a real topology and real traffic trace, we show
that our policies reduce file retrieval time up to 23% in
comparison to existing dynamic schemes.

II. NETWORK MODEL

Consider H helpers arbitrarily located in a given region R.
Each helper has a cache that can store C files from a catalog of
F files. Similarly to [9], [10], in order to ease our exposition,
we assume that all files have the same size equal to M bits.
This is a reasonable assumption given that large files are often
split into smaller chunks of equal size. It is possible to adapt
our algorithms and our analysis to the heterogeneous file size
case.

Let X(h)
f ∈ {0, 1} indicate whether helper h caches a

copy of file f (X(h)
f = 1) or not (X(h)

f = 0). Then the
H × 1 vector Xf = (X

(1)
f , . . . X

(H)
f ) ∈ {0, 1}H specifies

the distribution of file f across all caches, and the H × F
matrix X = (X1,X2, . . .XF ) the allocation of all files in the
network. Let e(h) be the H × 1 vector with a 1 in position h
and all other components equal to 0. We write Xf ⊕ e(h) to
indicate a new placement where a copy of file f is added to
helper h, if not already present. Similarly, Xf	e(h) indicates a
new allocation where file f is removed from helper h’s cache,
if present.

There are U UEs spread over R, who can request files from
the catalog.1 We assume that the aggregate request process fol-
lows the IRM model: each request is for file f with probability
pf independently from the past, where p1 ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ pF .
Moreover, each UE is equally likely to have generated the
request. We will also consider non-stationary traffic demand
later in Section V.

Because of the high density of helpers, each UE u will, in
general, be within communication range of multiple helpers.
We denote by Iu the set of helpers covering UE u and by
gh,u the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the wireless channel
between helper h and UE u. If multiple helpers in A ⊆ Iu
cooperate to transmit the same file to u, we assume they are
able to achieve the aggregate channel capacity W log2(1 +∑

h∈A gh,u), where W is the channel bandwidth [11], [8].
We assume the following operation upon every request: UE

u broadcasts an inquiry message for file f that is received by
its neighboring helpers in Iu. Among these helpers, a subset
Ju,f ⊆ Iu is actually caching file f . There are then two
different modalities for the transmission of file f to UE u:

• If Ju,f 6= ∅ (hit at some cache), the file f can be directly
transmitted through the wireless channel. In particular, if
|Ju,f | > 1, the helpers cooperate to jointly transmit the
file and the UE experiences the radio access delay:

dr(u,Xf ) =
M

W log2(1 +
∑

h∈Iu gh,uX
(h)
f )

(1)

1We assume each request is allocated an equal amount of resource blocks;
scheduling issues or other advanced interference management schemes are
subject of future work.

• If Ju,f = ∅ (miss), a helper h∗ ∈ Iu, chosen according
to some function (e.g., the helper with the highest SNR),
downloads f from the back-end server and then transmits
it to u. In this case, u experiences a delay consisting
of (i) the time to fetch the file through the backhaul
network, hereafter denoted by dB , plus (ii) the time for
h to transmit it back to u, referred to as the radio access
delay upon a cache miss, which is defined by:

dr(u,Xf ) =
M

W log2(1 + gh∗,u)
(2)

The total E2E delay UE u experiences to download file f
is then:

df (u,Xf ) = dB1Ju,f=∅ + dr(u,Xf ), (3)

where 1c is the indicator function denoting if the condition c
is satisfied or not.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Our goal is to design an online caching policy that min-
imizes the expected delay. Given a file allocation X in the
network, the expected delay for a request is:

d̄(X) =

F∑
f=1

1

U

U∑
u=1

pf · df (u,Xf ), (4)

where we average over all users (uniformly) and all files
(according to popularity pf ). We start by considering the static
optimization problem, that can be formalized by the following
integer programming problem:

minimize d̄(X)

subject to
F∑

f=1

X
(h)
f = C, h ∈ [H]

X
(h)
f ∈ {0, 1}, h ∈ [H], f ∈ [F ]

(5)

where [n] denotes the set {1, 2, ..., n}.
This is the delay-minimization version of the femto-caching

problem [4] under stationary request process and CoMP. It was
studied for the first time in [9], under the homogeneous SNR
assumption, i.e., all the SNRs are equal (gh,u = g, for all
(h, u) channels). In this scenario, the total E2E delay becomes
a function of the number of copies of f available at u’s
neighboring caches, denoted by ku,f = 0, 1, ...,H . Thus, we
can rewrite Equation (3) as follows:

d(ku,f ) = dB1ku,f=0 +
M

W log2(1 + (ku,f + 1ku,f=0)g)
(6)

Problem (5) was proven to be NP-Hard, even under this
simpler homogeneous SNR assumption. At the same time,
if d(1) ≤ dB , (5) is equivalent to maximizing a monotone
and submodular function with a matroid constraint.2 This
equivalent problem can be solved using a greedy (centralized)
algorithm (hereafter referred to as GreedyAD) with a guaran-
teed 1/2-approximation ratio [9].

2The new objective corresponds to the reduction of delay in comparison to
the case when each request is a miss (caches are empty).



A. Optimal Allocation in Full-Coverage Scenario

In order to get initial insights on Problem (5), we first study
the full-coverage scenario, which considers two additional
assumptions: (i) all SNRs are equal and (ii) each UE u can
connect to all helpers (Iu = [H], for all u), so the network
has an aggregate cache capacity of HC files.

If CoMP capabilities are not considered (i.e., classic femto-
caching problem), the optimal solution is to store the HC most
popular files across all caches [4]. This is not necessarily the
case when joint transmissions are allowed, and the goal is
to minimize the average delay (4). The network parameters,
g and dB , determine together how the average delay can be
reduced by CoMP and then influence the optimal allocation.

We first observe that, in the full-coverage scenario, it is
possible to compute the optimal allocation in polynomial time:

Proposition III.1. In the full-coverage scenario, if d(1) ≤ dB ,
an allocation provided by the greedy algorithm is optimal.

The proof relies on mapping problem (5) to a knapsack
problem with F×C objects with unit size for which the greedy
algorithm is optimal.

We then characterize, for the full-coverage scenario, the
necessary and sufficient conditions (NSCs) for the optimal
allocation to be one of the two extreme ones: full-diversity
(one copy of each of the HC most popular file is stored in
the network), and full-replication (the C most popular files are
cached in each one of the H helpers).

Proposition III.2. In the full-coverage scenario, if d(1) ≤ dB ,
full-diversity is an optimal allocation if and only if

dB ≥ DFD ,
p1
pHC

(d(1)− d(2)), (7)

and full-replication is an optimal allocation if and only if

dB ≤ DFR ,
pC
pC+1

(d(H − 1)− d(H)). (8)

Proof. In the full-coverage scenario, an allocation is optimal
iff it is not possible to replace any file in a cache and reduce
the expected delay d̄. Let us consider first the full-diversity
allocation. It is evident that it cannot be advantageous to
replace one of the HC most popular files with a less popular
file j > HC. The full-diversity allocation is then optimal iff it
is not worthy to replace any file i ∈ [HC] with an additional
copy of a file j ∈ [HC] \ {i}. This is the case iff

pi · dB ≥ pj(d(1)− d(2)),∀i ∈ [HC], j ∈ [HC] \ {i},

i.e., the delay increase due to the cost to retrieve i through the
backhaul is larger than the delay decrease due to the possibility
to have two helpers jointly transmitting j. The minimum of
the left-hand side of the inequality above is achieved when
i = HC (least popular file), and the maximum of the right-
hand side is achieved when j = 1 (most popular file). Then,
the set of inequalities above is satisfied iff

pHC · dB ≥ p1 (d(1)− d(2)) ,

i.e., we can restrain to consider the possibility to replace the
least popular of the HC files with an additional copy of the
most popular file 1.

The reasoning for the full-replication allocation is similar:
in this case we need to ensure that replacing one of the H
copies of file C with (a first copy of) file C + 1 does not
reduce the expected delay, i.e.

pC+1 · dB ≤ pC(d(H − 1)− d(H)).

Although Proposition III.2 does not hold for generic topolo-
gies, we can still derive new conditions for local optimality,
defined as follows:

Definition 1. A cache allocation X is locally optimal, if it
does not exist another allocation X′ such that d̄(X′) < d̄(X),
where X′ differs from X only by a single file at a single cache.

The following Corollary then holds:

Corollary 1. Assuming homogeneous SNRs, (i) Equation (7)
is a necessary condition for the full-diversity allocation to be
locally optimal and (ii) Equation (8) is a sufficient condition
for the full-replication allocation to be locally optimal.

The logic of Corollary 1’s proof is similar to Proposi-
tion III.2, and we omit it due to space limitations. Intuitively,
as we move from a full-coverage to a less dense scenario,
the optimal allocation replicates more the most popular files.
Correspondingly, the NSC for full-diversity in Proposition III.2
becomes only a necessary condition, while the NSC for full-
replication becomes a sufficient one.

As an application of the results above, Fig. 1 shows,
for a full-coverage scenario, regions of the parameter space
(g, dB), where full-replication and full-diversity are optimal.
The boundary curves, DFD(g) (blue dotted line) and DFR(g)
(green dashed curve), are shown as functions of the SNR g.
Any pair (g, dB) above DFD(g) will result in a full-diversity
allocation. However, any combination taken below DFR(g)
will result in a full-replication allocation.

Fig. 1: Boundaries of (dB , g) for extreme allocations: H = 10,
α = 1.5, F = 106, and C = 100. dB axis is in log scale.

IV. ONLINE CACHING POLICIES

In what follows, we will consider the marginal gain for
adding a copy of file f at helper h defined as:

∆d
(h)
f (u,Xf ) , df (u,Xf 	 e(h))− df (u,Xf ) (9)



We introduce the qLRU-∆d caching policy in Algorithm 1.
It is a variant of qLRU [12] in which cache updates take into
account the marginal delay reduction ∆d

(h)
f (u,Xf ). Under

stationary request process, qLRU-∆d minimizes the expected
delay when q converges to 0 (the formal result is stated
in Proposition IV.1). The policy is inspired by qLRU-Lazy
in [10], that is shown to provide similar guarantees for hit rate.

Algorithm 1 (qLRU-∆d). Assume UE u has requested file f .
The request is served according to the general operation
described in Section II and caches update their state as follows:
• each helper h ∈ Ju,f moves the file to the front of the

cache with probability ρ(h)f proportional to the marginal
gain of keeping its local copy, i.e.

ρ
(h)
f (u,Xf ) = β ·∆d(h)f (u,Xf ), (10)

where the constant β guarantees that ρ(h)f is indeed a
probability.

• each helper h ∈ Iu \ Ju,f decides to store an additional
copy of f with probability

q
(h)
f (u,Xf ) = q · σ(h)

f (u,Xf ), (11)

where

σ
(h)
f (u,Xf ) = γ ·∆d(h)f (u,Xf ⊕ e(h)), (12)

γ plays the same role of β above and q ∈ (0, 1] is a
dimensionless parameter.

Remark 1. In our experiments, we take simply

β = 1/( max
f,h,u,Xf

∆d
(h)
f (u,Xf ))

γ = 1/( max
f,h,u,Xf

∆d
(h)
f (u,Xf ⊕ e(h))).

From (1), (2), and (9) we see that probabilities ρ(h)f and
q
(h)
f depend on the allocation of file f at nearby helpers

or, more precisely, on 1) the aggregate SNR all helpers in
Ju,f can achieve when transmitting to u (i.e.

∑
h′∈Ju,f

gh′,u),
2) the SNR gh,u of the local channel from h to u, and 3)
the backhaul delay dB . In cellular networks, each UE takes
SNR measurements of helpers within range [13]. Thus, the
information needed to set q(h)f and ρ

(h)
f can be piggybacked

in uplink communication from UE u to the helpers with lim-
ited overhead. Note that this exchange only provides limited
information about the local (immediate) topology, which is
significantly simpler than the global knowledge required by
standard femto-caching schemes.

Proposition IV.1. Under IRM request traffic, Che’s [14],
[15], and exponentialization [10] approximations, a network
of qLRU-∆d caches asymptotically achieves a locally-optimal
caching configuration in the sense of Definition 1 when q → 0.

Proposition IV.1 derives from a more general result [16,
Prop. IV.1]. We provide here an intuitive explanation of why
qLRU-∆d is optimal.

Intuition. We observe that, as q converges to 0, the cache
exhibits two different dynamics with very different timescales:
the insertion of new files tends to happen more and more rarely
(q(h)f converges to 0), while the frequency of position updates
for files already in the cache is unchanged (ρ(h)f does not
depend on q). A file f at cache h is moved to the front with
a probability proportional to ∆d

(h)
f (u,Xf ), i.e. proportional

to how much the file contributes to reduce the delay of that
specific request. This is a very noisy signal: upon a given
request, the file is moved to the front or not. At the same
time, as q converges to 0, more and more moves to the front
occur between any two file evictions. The expected number of
moves-to-the-front file f experiences is proportional to 1) how
often it is requested (pf ) and 2) how likely it is to be moved to
the front upon a request (ρ(h)f ). Overall, the expected number
of moves is proportional to pf · ∆d(h)f (Xf ), i.e. its average
contribution to the decrease of the expected delay. By the law
of large numbers, the random number of moves-to-the-front
will be close to its expected value and it becomes likely that
the least valuable file in the cache occupies the last position.

We can then think that, when a new file is inserted in the
cache, it will replace the file that contributes the least to the
decrease of the expected cost. qLRU-∆d then behaves as a
random greedy algorithm that, driven by the request process,
progressively replaces the least useful file from the cache, until
it reaches a local minimum.

In Section V, we observe that, under IRM request process,
the smaller q is, the closer qLRU-∆d’s delay is to the
GreedyAD, as it is stated by Proposition IV.1.

Remark 2. The probability q(h)f is analogous to q in the usual
qLRU policy. We note that setting q

(h)
f = q, i.e. a constant

value, suffices to prove the asymptotic convergence of the
policy (Prop. IV.1). However, we propose (11) to make it more
likely to add new copies to helpers bringing a larger marginal
gain ∆d

(h)
f (u,Xf ⊕ e(h)). This can speed up the transient

dynamics of the policy.

While qLRU-∆d converges to a local optimum for static
popularities, in practice, the slow insertion process of qLRU-
∆d, for small values of q, becomes problematic when some
files are popular over short time scale: a new file gets a chance
to be inserted in the cache every 1/q requests, and by that
time, its popularity may have declined. In order to gain in
reactivity, we propose 2LRU-∆d, whose operation is described
in Algorithm 2. 2LRU-∆d maintains a virtual cache (with file’s
identification data or, simply, ID) and a physical cache (actual
data). A given file is inserted in the physical cache only if its
ID is already in the virtual cache. 2LRU-∆d does not enjoy
the same theoretical guarantee as qLRU-∆d, but, thanks to its
reactivity, it provides even smaller delays under real request
processes with strong temporal locality [17].

Algorithm 2 (2LRU-∆d). Assume UE u has requested file f .
Let Ĵu,f be the subset of helpers storing the file’s IDs in the
virtual cache. The request is served according to the general



operation described in Section II and caches update their state
as follows:
• If h ∈ Ĵu,f , move f ’s ID to the front of h’s virtual cache

and,
– if h ∈ Ju,f , move f to the front of h’s physical cache

with probability ρ(h)f (u,Xf );
– else, evict the file in the physical cache’s last position

and insert f .
• If h 6∈ Ĵu,f , with probability σ

(h)
f (u,Xf ), evict the ID

in h’s virtual cache’s last position and insert f ’s ID

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In our experimental approach, we first confirm qLRU-∆d
policy’s optimality as q tends to 0. Then, we compare it to
other policies over real network topologies and for different
request processes. Finally, we consider a heterogeneous SNR
scenario and observe the effect of SNR variability on policies’
performance.

A. qLRU-∆d Convergence Analysis

First, consider H = 2 helpers, whose cells partially overlap,
with storage capacity for C = 100 files out of a catalog adding
up to F = 106 files. Files popularity distribution follows a Zipf
law with exponent α = 1.2. We start considering dB = 100ms
and homogeneous SNR regime: every UE-helper channel has
the same SNR g = 10dB. In all our experiments, policies’
simulations have a warm up phase and a measurement phase
each consisting of 108 requests. Moreover, we fix the files size
to M = 1.0Mbits and the channel bandwidth to W = 5.0MHz.
Our comparison baseline is GreedyAD, i.e., the centralized
delay-minimization greedy algorithm that assumes network
topology and files popularities are known [9]. Upon a miss,
h∗ is chosen uniformly at random among all helpers in Iu.

Fig. 2: Convergence analysis: delay (left) and allocation (right)
convergence with q, for α = 1.2, dB = 100ms, and g = 10dB.

Fig. 2 (left) shows the average delay of qLRU-∆d and
GreedyAD for different values of q. As q decreases, qLRU-
∆d’s delay converges to GreedyAD. Fig. 2 (right) shows
the distance between qLRU-∆d and GreedyAD. The distance
dist(P1, P2) between policies P1 and P2 is defined as the
cosine distance3 between their occupancy vectors θ, which are
F×1 vectors containing the fraction of time every file spent in

3The cosine distance between vectors u and v is given by dist(u, v) =

1− 〈u,v〉
‖u‖2‖v‖2

, where 〈·, ·〉 denotes the inner product.

Fig. 3: Performance analysis of various policies in a real
topology with IRM request process (α = 1.2)

cache during measurement phase. For GreedyAD, we define
θ as its resulting allocation matrix. We observe a reduction
of the distance between qLRU-∆d and GreedyAD, indicating
that the files GreedyAD stores tend to be cached longer and
longer under qLRU-∆d as q decreases.

B. Performance Analysis

We compare the performance of our proposed policies,
qLRU-∆d and 2LRU-∆d, to other policies from the literature
that try to achieve coordination across caches: qLRU-Lazy
and 2LRU-Lazy from [10], LRU-All and LRU-One from [18].
As a comparison reference, we provide the results from
GreedyAD and the greedy hit rate maximization algorithm for
classic femto-caching problem [4] (GreedyHR). We consider
a topology where H = 10 helpers are located according to
the positions of T-mobile base stations in Berlin extracted
from [19]. We vary the network density by adjusting helpers’
coverage area from 25m to 200m, assuming constant spatial
user density, such that the expected number of helpers covering
a UE is between 1.1 and 9.4. For all helpers, the SNR is
g = 10dB and backhaul access delay is dB = 100ms.

In Fig. 3, we show the average delay for an IRM request
process (α = 1.2). The qLRU-∆d results are very close
to GreedyAD, confirming its convergence across different
topologies. qLRU-∆d reaches performance gains of up to 20%
related to GreedyHR and other hit rate maximization policies.
If compared to simpler policies, such as LRU-All and LRU-
One, qLRU-∆d achieves performance gains of up to 27%.

In Fig. 4, we consider a request process based on a real
trace from Akamai Content Delivery Network [20]. Requests
were observed for a period of 5 consecutive days. The greedy
allocation in this case was determined by estimating the
files popularities during this period. However, real request
processes exhibit strong temporal locality features. Static al-
locations are based on time-average popularities that smooth
out the variability over short time scale. On the contrary,
2LRU-like policies are highly reactive and may be able to
capture short time popularities variations, promising smaller
delays than qLRU-∆d and GreedyAD. The figure shows that



Fig. 4: Performance analysis of various policies in a real
topology with Akamai trace.

Fig. 5: Heterogeneous SNRs: Berlin topology with density 9.4,
g0 = 10.0dB, and dB = 100.0ms with Akamai trace.

indeed 2LRU-∆d outperforms both GreedyAD and qLRU-∆d
by 12% and 6%, respectively. Moreover, 2LRU-∆d provides
performance gains of around 15% in comparison with 2LRU-
Lazy and 23% in comparison with LRU-All.

C. Heterogeneous SNR

We use the same Berlin topology (with density
of 9.4 helpers/UE, in average) but now, at every request
(u, f), the SNRs gh,u,∀h ∈ Iu are chosen uniformly at
random within a range, i.e., gh,u ∈ [g0−∆g, g0 + ∆g], where
g0 is the base SNR and ∆g its variation. We fix g0 = 10dB
and dB = 100ms and observe the average delay of various
policies for different values of ∆g. Files are also requested
according to Akamai’s trace.

In Fig. 5, we observe that, for all tested policies, the average
delay tends to increase. This fact is explained by Jensen’s
inequality, since the delay is now a convex random function:
given that g = g0 +∆g and g′ = g0−∆g, the delay reduction
achieved with the larger g is smaller than the delay increase
due to g′. The relative performance gains between the policies
are almost constant across the different SNR variations and
similar to the previous experiment (Fig. 4).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented two novel distributed
caching policies able to optimize the average delay under
unknown and dynamic request process. We study how the
transmission parameters influence the optimal allocations in
delay-minimization problem and how they differ from the
traditional femto-caching solutions. In our experiments, we
observe qLRU-∆d’s convergence and evaluate both proposed
policies performances under different request processes and
SNR regimes. We show that such policies achieve consider-
able performance gains with negligible additional deployment
complexity.
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